
WHICH JOURNAL SHOULD YOU PICK?

The quick answer is that if your priority is a historically authentic Journal, you should choose the original
version. If you are merely after a reading copy, the one re-set in more modern font is probably the better
one for you to choose.

EXPLANATION

The text of the first 26 Journals was typed then duplicated. A few printed sheets, mostly of photographs,
were interspersed.

If you opt for an original of those Journals, you will receive scans of this original production. A sample
page appears lower down.

Much more recently, their entire text was re-typed (or in some cases optical character recognition was
used) to make it all available in digital format. This was done initially in order to be able to compile a single
file containing the text of all the Journals, so they could be word-searched.

The opportunity was taken to set out Journals 1 to 26 afresh. The photographs and drawings were all
scanned and added to this digital text in a completely new layout. Everything is still there, but the new page
numbers may not correspond exactly to those in the Contents List or the Journals Index.

If you choose a Journal re-set in more modern font, you will get one of these. They look like this,
where the drawings were now set into their related article:-

ORIGINAL MORE MODERN FONT AND LAYOUT

This seemed to be appreciated, so the same was then done for more of the early Journals, from No. 27
to No.58, but only for the out-of-print ones. Where these new editions are available, again you will be



offered a choice. The original will now be in early printer’s font rather than typescript, as shown below, but
you can still opt for the one re-set in more modern font instead:-

ORIGINAL MORE MODERN FONT AND LAYOUT


